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Unicorn battle pet wow

In 2018-05-11T22:09:57-05:00Almost makes me want to level my predator, glad to see that there are some good models that are used for pets, though they were previous mounts/waste in the legion. In 2018-05-11T22:12:33-05:00As someone leveling my new Hunter Void A hopefully drops 110 by BfA time, Hell yeeess in 2018-05-
11T22:15:12-05:00As exciting idea as the horse is rammable, my inner dwarf screams for ram rams! (Probably in the goat family even tho they are sheep) in 2018-05-11T22:15:20-05:00awesome, battle unicorn.But warlock the devil rams out when? on 2018-05-11T22:18:47-05:00High Elf with Unicorn pet... think about it . on 2018-05-
11T22:36:12-05:00I WANT HORSIE! on 2018-05-11T22:38:25-05:00I'm all for it. I've always wanted my unicorn! In 2018-05-11T22:59:14-05:00So they will merge them from the Rylaks into Chimera (quite justified since they were the same thing), and now we may be horses? It's funny, but not my cup of tea. I just seriously hope that I
don't see anyone rolling around with the name of Techni Kaler's horse on their unicorn. That would be a quick hit/crack on my behalf. When's the rag of the ummer? on 2018-05-11T23:20:10-05:00Oh Please let it be true! I'd love to umat one of these almost to have a leveling predator when the sludge was possible to the um, but finding
out about it to make up was patched up afterwards. ... Almost. on 2018-05-11T23:31:28-05:00Mounts&gt;pets on 2018-05-11T23:34:18-05:00High Elf with Unicorn pet... think about it.Or a dark faerie with dark unicorn in 2018-05-12T00:16:21-05:00As someone leveling the new vacuum pun hunter I hope will drop 110 by the time BfA, Hell
yeeessSVoid Elf Hunter with that black/purple model would be sweet on 2018-05-12T00:49:12-05:00I totally will forgive them for Y'rel going darkside, if I get to tame the Unicorns. I don't even care if my style of play goes slow. I'll end up with my favorite unicorns on 2018-05-12T01:57:43-05:00Please let this be true! I've been quietly dying
since the Legion fell, especially since the dire beast summons them in Walshrah, my Dolph Hunter needs (at least) a wild manarunner. on 2018-05-12T02:20:10-05:00I hope so, and I hope they will be the unicorns from Suramar and Val'sharah! I was hunting a few on 2018-05-12T02:28:50-05:00Time to tame beautiful Somber Dawn on
Broken Shore! on 2018-05-12T02:46:45-05:00Wait a second? Development ends? Isn't that a little early? on 2018-05-12T02:49:00-05:00Time to tame beautiful Somber Dawn on Broken Shore ! Is my first thought as well as x)I wonder what expertise they belong to... on 2018-05-12T03:36:59-05:00awesome, battle unicorns.but warlock
demon taming when? They don't um, they're slavery. The Warlocks are mean in 2018-05-12T03:41:13-05:00 that the first one (white blue unicorn) is the perfect choice for the top of the 2018;-) Welcome to Wowhead Pet Guide set the battle for the release of Shadowlands, Patch 9.0. This guide will cover how to get any pet that Published
with Shadowlands. This guide has now had recent updates from a few days before shadowlands. At this point, some things do not remain specifically sourced (pets). Some of these sources are speculative pets (drop the world- I have noted up), or have not yet been found. This guide regularly updates as new information comes to light. In
Shadowlands, we want to get a lot of new pets, with a variety of new abilities, as well as changes to the old ones. We will also be getting the usual world quests and related trainers. We are also getting quite a few new pet battle achievements. Note, we don't get a pet battle dungeon this patch. Here's a more detailed list of what we're
getting: a ton of new battle pets! The new pet battle abilities are changing pet battle abilities new pet battle world questsNew pet battle achievements in shadowlands, we are getting the usual array of achievements. We're actually getting a family battle achievement quite early in spreading, which is surprising, but welcome. We have the
usual set achievements, and battle achievements too. Remarkably, we have an achievement for legendary pets, and one for trainers. there will be guides for both of these . In an official blue by Blizzard, it has been confirmed that Pet Charm's polished will continue to be usable in shadowlands. Previously, Pat Charm's gloss was used to
buy items and were made redundant in the battle for Azroth, while replaced with a new sign. The total amount of polished pet charm depends on what you choose. There are eight battle pets who share covenants. These are achieved through different methods depending on where you are. Please look at this news for specific information.
If you choose Kyrian Covenant, the entire polished pet charm cost will be a polished pet charm x5000. This is because eight shared pets are buyable for polished pet charm.If you choose any other type of type or opt out of buying cross pets with polished pet charm, the total polished pet charm cost will be polished pet charm x3000,
however you need to get eight common pets through other methods. These methods include different currencies, drops or craft methods. We have no plans to create a new pet charm currency this expansion. Polished Pet Charms remains the standard currency for buying new pets, toys, consumables, and all of the other seller purchases
normally available. As usual, in each spread, there are a high number of wild pets available to catch on release. There is usually a safari achievement to collect these pets however it is not yet. Due to the amount of these pets and the ease with which I have made a separate guide to reducing clutter. Guide details how to get the following
pets:It looks like once we obtain a pet from a vengeance, we may be able to summon this pet if we are part of that revenge This is unlike previous Gate pets, such as class class Halls. All of these pets are caged though, so it looks like we can learn them, just don't summon them. New PET_JOURNAL_PET_IS_WRONG_COVENANTYou's
not right. The Night Fae Covenant has the following reputations exclusive to it: Battle Pet: Fun GussItem: Fun GussSource: Cortinarius - Polished Pet Charm x250Covenant: Night Fae - Marasmius - FriendlyAbilities: Lash / Thrash || Ententled Roots / || Weald Wall (new!)/ SeedCageable stun: YesFor unknown reasons, this particular little
tree has a strange desire to burn things for fun. Pet Battle: Fuzzy Shimmermotite: Fuzzy ShimmermothSource: Cortinius - Polished Pet Charm x250Covenant: Fae Night - Marasmius - FriendlyAbilities: Butterfly Ball/|| Moon Dance / Nature || Butterfly Dust/Cocoon StrikeCageable: YesShimmermoths don't actually rock in sunlight. No one
knows who named them, but they have a lot to answer for pet battle: Gloober, as G'huunItem: Gloober, as G'huunSource: Master Secretary Salvern - Polished Pet Charm x250Covenant: Fae Night - Star Lake Amphitheatre EventAbilities: Sting/Powerball || Corrosion / Sticky Goo || Survival/FeedCageable: YesNotes: Requires you to
participate in three different theatre events. Even the terrible Jay Hoon was perhaps once this cute pet battle: LeafadoreItem: LeafadoreSource:Salvern's master secretary - polished Pet Charm x250Covenant: Fae Night - Star Lake Amphitheatre EventAbilities: Poisoned Branch/Scratch || Plant / Photosynthesis || Weald Wall (New!)/
SeedCageable Leech: YesNotes: You are required to participate in three different theatre events. These small trees grow abnormally quickly when enough sunlight is given, and their leaves razor sharpen on the edge when fully grown. Pet Battle: Sir ReginaldItem: Sir ReginaldSource: Master Secretary Salvern - Polished Pet Charm
x250Covenant: Night Fae Abilities: Chomp/Nut || Nibbles / Perks up || Wish/Buried TreasureCageable: YesNotes: Available to buy after completing an effort through the vessel. The quest line starts with mycelial network. No one is entirely sure where Reginald got his name from, but what we do know is that they are not responding to
anything else. Pet Battle: StemminsItem: StemminsSource:Spindlenose - Polished Pet Charm x250Covenant: WiFi Night Abilities: Poisoned/Weakened Branch || Plant / Drop || Wall Weald/SunlightCageable: YesNotes: has the ability to swipe falsely - sagging beats. Whatever you do, don't ask him to carry a bucket of water. We talk about
what happened to that area of Shadowlands.Battle Pet: WillowbreezeItem: WillowbreezeSource: Spindlenose - Court of Night - Friendly - Polished Pet Charm x250Covenant: Night Fae Abilities: Hoof/Rush || Uncanny Odds / Horn Attack || Chew/Hole WoundCageable: YesNotes: When the wind blows right, howling through the Valleys of
Ardenweald, you can find these foals running with wind in spectacular shows of prowess and colors. Pet Battle: GrubbyItem: New AgeAbilities: Deep Bite/Powerball || Corrosion / Sticky Goo || Devour/DevourCovenant: KyrianCageable: YesNotes: Grubby is rewarded from the final effort in the Kyrian campaign. These little grubs will try to
eat literally anything they scoot over. Pet Battle: Indigo: IndigoSource:Track Climbing Abilities: Gore Horn/|| Kick/impale || Feed/Dust CloudCovenant: KyrianCageable: YesThe mane in this little horse reflects the magnificent indigo color when the light hits it just in the right way. Battle of the Pat: Lost FeatherlingItem: Lost
FeatherlingSource:BastionAbilities: Charge/Cut Gunfer || Preen / || Hammer/SquawkCovenant Warning: KyrianCageable: YesNotes: The current source is just listed as Bastion but with Kyrian restrictions. Maybe some kind of global drop? Now I don't know. Tales tell that partygoers were created to help the Denizens of The Mustion in their
eternal duties. They don't seem to mind the pet battle: FeatherlingItem Stewardess: FeatherlingSource:Sold by Zeleskos - Polished Pet Charm x250Abilities: Holy Strike/|| Perrin / || Hammer/SquawkCovenant Alert: KyrianCageable: YesNotes: The need to get inside the home park runs to buy done. Looking to move in the hostess
community, stewardesses know to celery their feathers, pull out tons of juice, and always be hoving. Pet Battle: The Backbone Site: BackboneSource:Abomination Factory - BackboneCovenant: NecrolordAbilities: Skull Play or Leg/Slash || Barrage of bones / || Soul Ward / Spectral SpineCageable: YesNotes: Made from the Necrolord
profession - Abomination Factory. Requires flexible meat x5. What is lacking in Apakans makes it in a positive attitude. Pet Battle: Mu'dudItem: Mu'dudSource:Hate Factory - Mu'dudCovenant: NecrolordAbilities: Creepy Chomp/|| Meat Hooks (New!)/ Brain Digestion || FumesCageable Decay/Toxic: YesNotes: Made from Necrolord
Profession - Abomination Factory. Requires flexible meat x15. The souls who come to Malderaxus can inhabit any body of their choice, and the occupying spirit of resurrection was the harsh ruler who led with an iron fist. Now, he's looking to dominate the most violent kingdom of all. The Venthyr Covenant has the following reputations
exclusive to it: Pet: BattieItem: Battie's PendantReputation: The Ember Court - ReveredVendor: TemelCost: Polished Pet Charm x250Covenant: VenthyrAbilities: Angry Flapping (New!) / Sonic Blast (New!) || Big Fang / || Wind Buffet/DarknessCageable Call: YesRoosting over Sinfall, Battie was roused one night by music first court Ember.
He did not miss a single of screeching along with shrieking melodies. As she warms up to the mortal party planner it is only a matter of time before she feels comfortable joining them on adventures. Pet: CharItem: DustCovenant Ashen Candles: VenthyrDrops Off: Aschon Merger - Ember CourtLocation: Not Yet Known, But As Part of
Ember Court Source Stone Shot / || Fire Shield / || Onyx Wall / Smoke CloudCageable: YesThe skies scorched part of the lands of Revendreth, but the most persistent of creatures are able to exist in the most harsh environmental conditions. Pet: StonyItem: Stony's Infused RubyCovenant: Venthyr Abilities: Vicious Fang/Angry Flapping
(New!) || Drin Power / Flyby || Contact Dark/Drain BloodCageable: YesNotes: Source as obtained from treasure, repair shipping mirrors. Abandoned in a secluded room by his master, the little bat has been hibernation in stone for years. There are eight pets that are mutual with all the allies. These pets have a unique way to get them for
each Covenant. I will update these resources over time when we have more specific information. The ways to get all these pets are:Kyrian - the climbing track - achieves full on the way to the climb to unlock these pets, and then buy them with polished Pat Charm.Venthyr - Ember Court - at the end of the Ember court event, you gain
'tribute' - kind of like check out the treasure chest. Battle pets can get out of this. Necrolord - Abomination Factory - Craft Atticus via the Abomination Factory. Then, you can buy these pets with Malleable Meat.Fae Night - Queen's Conservatory - The Queen's Conservatory Cache - a time gate hatch event type. You can catch pets, and
ride. You can use time leaves to speed up the valve. Pet Battle: Bloodfeaster SpiderlingItem: Bloodfeaster SpiderlingSource:Venthyr: Ember Court || WiFi Night: Queen's Conservatory || 2020 Volkswagen Passat Revealed || Necrolord: Abomination FactoryAbilities: Poison Fang / Agony || Contagious Strike / Adreny's Glands || Swarm of
spiders/bloodCovenant drains: All.Cageable: YesUnlike most spiders that drain all liquids from their prey, bloodfeaster have developed a taste of blood alone. It narrowed its population but found itself among the fiercest in The Revendreth.Battle Pet: Brightscale HatchlingItem: Brightscale HatchlingSource:Venthyr: The Ember Court || WiFi
Night: Queen's Conservatory || 2020 Volkswagen Passat Revealed || Necrolord: Abomination FactoryAbilities: Steady Snap (New!) / Deep Bite || Reflective Shield / Healing || Headbutt/FlashCovenant: All.Cageable: YesPink shelled turtles are the least common to see in the wild, and considered a sign of luck if you rub the top of its shell.
Pet Battle: Corpulent BonetuskItem: Corpulent BonetuskSource:Venthyr: Ember Court || WiFi Night: Queen's Conservatory || 2020 Volkswagen Passat Revealed || Necrolord: Abomination FactoryAbilities: Trample / Bone Bite || Stampede / Ravage || RakeCovenant Rampage/Flowers: All.Cageable: YesA newborn bone has no visible ivory,
but within weeks your ivory will grow to fit its body size. Pet Battle: SporefluttererItem Dust: Sporeflutterer DustSource:Venthyr: Ember Court || WiFi Night: Queen's Conservatory || Kieran: The Path Climb || Necrolord: Abomination FactoryAbilities: Moth Balls / Scratch || Butterfly Dust / Nature Section || Moon Tears/Cocovenant
Cocovenant: All.Cageable: YesNotes: The Right Resources Coming Soon. Ardenwald butterflies can carry seeds and pods many times in weight and contribute to night wifi in their ethernal tasks. Pet Battle: Pearlwing HeronItem: Pearlwing HeronSource:Venthyr: Ember Court || WiFi Night: Queen's Conservatory || 2020 Volkswagen
Passat Revealed || Necrolord: Abomination FactoryAbilities: Quills / Rush || Preen / Renewing Mists || RainCovenant Inspirational/Clearing Song: All.Cageable: YesThe whooping smashes these pets when Hungry Will rivals every crying endured you can at Torghast.Battle Pet: Plaguelouse LarvaItem: Plaguelouse LarvaSource:Venthyr:
Ember || WiFi Night: Queen's Conservatory || 2020 Volkswagen Passat Revealed || Necrolord: Abomination FactoryAbilities: Infected Claw / Plague Breath || Burst / || Burrow/CorpseCageable intake: YesA parasites that lock on some of the larger beasts of Maldraxxus and drink up fully grown, one wonders how the beasts fail to notice. Pet
Battle: SableItem: SableSource:Venthyr: Ember Court || WiFi Night: Queen's Conservatory || 2020 Volkswagen Passat Revealed || Necrolord: Abomination FactoryAbilities: Leap / Bite || Lucky dance/prowl || Snoring/Contact DarknessCageable: YesVulpin actually has very brightly colored skin, but its ultra-thick coats hide every color of the
show through. Pet Battle: Purple Dredwing PupItem: Violet Dredwing PupSource:Venthyr: Ember Court || WiFi Night: Queen's Conservatory || 2020 Volkswagen Passat Revealed || Necrolord: Abomination FactoryAbilities: Angry Flapping (New!) / Siphon Life || Bloodfang / Reckless Strike || Lift-Off / Drain PowerCageable: YesNotes:
Proper sources coming soon. The rare leap gives this dredbat under your purple belt, and it follows the gifts for eclectic pet collectors. Rare in shadowlands work quite differently to what is a rare primary in any extension. They were more like raritys than Isle Timless, or more recently, Nazjetar and Mekagon. Rares seem to have a
renovated timer that's been around for an hour, however, the drops are not guaranteed. You can only kill any rarity once a day, however you can hop on alts to get more kills. Pet Battle: Chirpy ValeshriekerItem: Chirpy ValeshriekerDrops Off: Old ArdeiteLocation: Flying Around Shimmerbourough, /way 51.07, 57.38Abilities: Burst Wind
(New!) / Shriek || Caw / Rake || Predator Strike /MurderCageable: YesNotes: Old Ardeite is flying high in the air. To get down old Ardnite you have to fly up there to do it, or use Pinch of Faerie Dust, which drops out enemies in the area, or click on the enchanted wing basket. This will give you a short ability to fly and aggro old Ardeite. /way



51.07, 57.38 Basket of Enchanted WingsValeshrieker doesn't even being to describ the noise this When he gets angry, you're proud that they all have a voice coming out of them, pet battle: DodgerItem: DodgerDrops Off: Playful VulpinLocation: Many places across Ardenweald.Abilities: The Face bite/bite of || Uncanny odds/prowl ||
Howl/DodgeCageable: YesNotes: To get this pet, you have to find the mischievous Vulpin in Ardenweald a total of 5 times, and do different emotes on it. You have to do the right emote depending on what playful Vulpin Emotes are to you. Thank you to Unholypriest and Varenne in the comments for this information. Please see this map
as well if needed. The mischievous Vulpin began to dig curiously. - Use/curious - you are a shocking playful Vulpin. The mischievous Vulpin wanders around unable to sit still. - Use/Sit - Playful Vulpin looks at you with curiosity. The mischievous Volpin sings all alone. - Use/sings - Playful Volpin sings with you. Playful Vulpin dances with
joy. - Use/Dance - Playful Vulpin dances with you in excitement. The mischievous Vulpin sits alone and sad. - Use/Pet - A jolly playful Vulpin leaps into his arms. /way 31.85 43.63/way 31.76 41.00/way 32.60 42.92/way 34.10 45.00/way 50.21 53.53/way 41.31 28.74/way 40.94 51.56/way 41.37 49.79/way 51.16 55.07/way 67.16 28.88/way
51.16 55.07/way 67.16 28. 70.14 30.04/way 65.22 22.65/way 67.55 31.91/way 72.39 31.46/way 40.71 27.46/way 70 .31 29.60/way 41.27 28.74/way 69.02 30.37/way 34.10 44.99 Dodger is a little small compared to the other vulpin, but in the game the hiding is great and looking. Pet Battle: Gorm NeedlerItem: Gorm NeedlerDrops Off:
Deifir UntamedLocation: / Way 48.52, 28.32 Deifir UntamedAbilities: Blink/Bite || Uncanny odds/prowl || Pounce/FadeCageable: YesNotes: Note that the differential may take some time to be quite a loop and return to the above coordinates. Diffier runs away from you, Ili, try to kill him, so just wait in one place to attack him is a very unique
encounter that you don't use your abilities. There are sharper point things on this species of gorm than a mass capital city. Battle Of Pat: RockyItem: RockyDrops Off: MacabreLocation: Not Known. Abilities: Jumps/bites || Uncanny odds/prowl || Crouch / Sniff OutCageable: YesNotes:The claws of a Vulpin are very sharp and hone
themselves naturally when walking around on any sort of cobblestone or rocky surfaces. Pet Battle: Lavender NibblerItem: Lavender NibblerDrops Off: GormboreLocation: /way 53.86 75.82 GormboreAbilities: Powerball/Super Sticky Goo || Corrosion / || Chew/WoundCageable Hole: YesPoking a small gormlng next to makes squid noise
very satisfying and feels very soft, however it is not recommended to poke one too many times. Old ArdeiteDeifir UntamedGormboreBattle Pet: CourageItem: CourageDrops Off: CourageLocation: Still Known Ability: Burst Wind (New!) / Sting || Uncanny/Perk odds up || Pounce/ProwlCageable: YesYoung Larions often go to enthusiasts as
an early test And leadership is given. Battle Battle Swallow WaderItem: Devour WaderDrops Off: BastionLocation: Not knownAbilities: Peck/Furious Flapping (new!) || Renewal Mist / || RainCageable Inspirational/Clearing Song: YesNotes: Source as Drop Out of Bastion. Maybe a world will drop? When freshly hatched, they start with
colorless, white feathers. Within weeks they will flourish into a wide variety of beautiful colors. Pet Battle: Golden CloudfeatherItem: Golden CloudfeatherDrops off: Cloudfeather GuardianLocation: /way 49.82 59.06 Cloudfeather GuardianAbilities: Wind Burst (New!) / Rip || Caw/ || Reckless Strike / Goldskin (New!) Cageable: YesA group of
teroclaws is known as fleece. Pet Battle: Larion PouncerItem: Larion PouncerDrops Off: Larionrider OrstusLocation: /way 22.71 22.88 Sotiros Eliminator + Larionrider Orstus (Bell)Ability: Burst Wind (New!) / Sting || Uncanny Odds / Wind Buffet || Pounce/ProwlCageable: YesNotes: Please see this comment for details on how to summon
this rarity. To summon this rare one, you must be in the. You don't have to be rare in Kiryan to tag/loot from though, so it's not unique. Larion are honorable beasts, and he sees anyone entering their realm as a challenge. Cloudfeather GuardianLarionrider OrstusBattle Pet: Animated TomeItem: Animated TomeDrops off: Scrivener
LenuaLocation: /way 37.62, 69.28 Forbidden LibraryAbilities: Arcane Blast / Dark Bolt (New!) || Design Twist / Strengthening || In-depth research (new!)/stay while and listen (new!) Cageable: YesNotes: To get the animated tom, follow these steps:Collect forbidden Tomesx4 from around the forbidden library area. These are random points
and are large stacks of books that are highlighted and marked on your minimap. Note that you can't ride or attack while carrying this. After returning 4 forbidden Tomes (there's a tracker at the top of your screen) to the bookshelf in the middle of the room, Scrivener Lenua will spawn and (slowly) make his way down to the forbidden library.
/way 37.62, 69.28 Banned LibraryBeware Awakening Power Knowledge. Pet Battle: Red SpiderlingItem: Blush SpiderlingDrops Off: Bursting Tomb: / Way 43.10 79.20 Bursting Tomb: Sam Fang/Sticky || 2020 Volkswagen Passat Revealed || Swarm of spiders/bloodCageable drains: YesNotes: Tomb Burster will spawn when you break all
the spider's eggs around the fungus. IThe Crypts and Tombs of The Revendreth provide a perfect breeding of land for spiders and brood burster tombs has become strictly territorial from its footing in Dredhollow.Battle Pet: Bound LightspawnItem: LightbindersDrops off: RevendrethLocation: Not known. Abilities: Holy Blast (New!)/ Holy
Strike || Magic Boost /Taking Magic || Sacred Nova (New!)/Ray of Light (New!) Cageable: YesNotes: No specific source. Probably a global drop? In beta it was listed as dropping out of light integration - once confirmed the update. Lightspawn can always be found on Where light touches, no matter what it takes. Pet Battle: Crimson
Dredwing PupItem: Crimson Dredwing PupDrops Off: RevendrethLocation: Not Yet Known. Abilities: Face Bite/Sonic Blast (new!) || Screech / Siphon || Predator StrikeCageable: YesNotes: No specific source. It was previously announced in beta that this has dropped Dredbats, so probably drop the area. A wild pain, crimson pus is hard to
umber. Their elusiveness and tenacity made them separate from their kane. Pet Battle: LucyItem: Lucy Missed CollarDrops Off: Dirty Glamour ObjectLocation: Most Likely The Revendreth. Abilities: Dark Screws (New!)/ Soul claws || Bloodfang/Nibble (new!) || Nap Time / Back to Rest (New!) Cageable: YesNotes: No specific location
stated, though the taste text suggests Revendreth as a source. As all cats are, Lucy was sent to Rinderth and somehow escaped. When questioned, local dredgers blamed it on her being a cat. Pet Battle: BoglingItem Izzley: SludgeDial SludgeDrops Bucket Off: Boog BeastLocation: /Way 35.0, 32.3 Bog BeastAbilities: Ooze
Touch/Breathing dreaded || Corrosion / || Swarm Flies/Sewer EruptionCageable: YesNotes: Muck it up a global quest should spawn. IThe sludge that can increase dredgers is known to coalesce and run a muck. Pet Battle: WrathlingItem: Bottle Up RageDrops Off: Manifestation of Rage/Leeched SoulLocation: Revendreth, Two Possible
Places. Abilities: See/|| Breath of sadness / hate letter || Power Wave/Dark Screw (New!) Cageable: Yes/way Revendreth 49.8, 35.0 Manifestation of Wrath/way Revendreth 67.8, 81.8 Leeched SoulDrawn from an overabundance of pride and wrath these manifestations seek even more to sustain themselves. Scrivener LenuaTomb
BursterBog BeastManifestation of WrathLeeched SoulBattle Pet: Boneweave HatchlingItem: Boneweave HatchlingDrops off: Sister CheliceraeLocation: /way 54.92, 23.25 Sister CheliceraeAbilities: Diseased Bite / Blinkstrike || Fragile Webing / || Leech Life/Siphon LifeCageable: YesNotes: If there is a Webbing complex in the area killing it
to sister Chelicerae spawn. Malderaxus is full of mighty and terrifying creatures that make most Denizens abnormally calm when around native species of giant spiders. Pet Battle: Corpselouse LarvaItem: Corpselouse LarvaDrops Off: Smorgas Place Celebration: /Way 42.27 53.90 Smorgas FeasterAbilities: Rabid Strike/Dreaded
Breathing || Burst / Skin Toxic || Burrow/Taking CorpseNotes: Interact with the bloody mass on earth to summon rare. Although they are quite squishy while young, blood eventually grows hard plates around their entire body. Pet Battle: Laroitum Celebration: Larodrop Feast Off: Smorgas Place Celebration: / Way 42.27 53.90 Smorgas
FeasterAbilities: Disease Bite/ Poison bite || Belly Slide / Skin || Burst/ConsumeNotes: Interact with the bloody mass on earth to summon rare. Launching Pit blood larvae a painful fate for those who broke the big houses of Maldraxxus.Battle Pet: Foulwing BuzzerItem: Foulwing BuzzerDrops Off: RavenomousLocation: /way 54.06 19.40
RavenomousAbilities: Barbed Stinger/Bite || Shining Poison / Big Bite || StrikeCageable Wing/Predator Buffet: Yes Prickly Mandables dig in this species deep into anything they bite, causing a lot of irritation. Pet Battle: OilItem Invertebrates: OilDrops Silent Invertebrates: Oil Invertebrates In Places: / Way 58.41 74.31 Oil Invertebrates: Trail
Sludge / || Body consumption / swallowing || Rot/GlopCageable: YesNotes: Bringing 10x stinky Ooze, 10x goo mephitics and 10x Viscous oil to pool mixed Monstrosities. Please look at this comment for more information. Does He have bones in his hand, or the bones that keep The Yze together? Pet Battle: Shy MelvinItem: Shy
MelvinDrops Off: Deadly DapperlingLocation: / Way 76.8, 57.0 Deadly DapperlingAbilities: Ooze Touch/Slime Trail || Caught blood / || Glop/Sewage EruptionCageable: YesNotes: One of Plague Deviser Marileth's First Creations, Shy Melvin was too timoring for demands placed on sludge by plague house.Pet battle: Writhing Spine:
Writhing Spine Off: ScunnerLocation: / Maldraxxus Way 61.6, 76.4 ScunAbinerlities: Bone Prison/ || Flogging Soul Theft / Spectral Spine || Body explosions/return to rest (new!) some hunters in Malderacus collect thorns as trophies, and some of them don't stop moving even then. Sister CheliceraeSmorgas FeasterRavenomousOily
InvertebrateScunnerBattle Pet: Decaying MawratItem: Decaying MawratDrops off: The MawLocation: Not yet knownAbilities: Flank/Death Coil || Death and Decay / Haunted || InsanityCageable Corpse/Reptile Explosion: YesNotes: No given specific source, possibly the world's drop. Small skin polks seem to fall off the terrifying creature,
leaving behind the trail and smelling very distinctive, foul. Pet Battle: DreadItem: Contains Essence of DreadDrops Off: Eternity Place Doom: / Way 27.4 49.4 Ability: See/|| Weakness / Gas sleep || FearCageable Breath/ Worst FearCageable: YesStaring in one of these creates a deep void of emotions at the very core of your existence,
and often replaces it with a sense of fear. Pet Battle: SharpclawItem: SharpclawDrops Off: Sanngror Torture Place: / Way 55.8, 67.5 Sanngror Torturer (Cave Entrance) / Way 56.1, 64.2 Sanngror Torture Abilities: Derek/Black || Pressure / Empty || Catch the death/ascent of the Cageable: Yes razor sharp claws to tear into anything with
ease, making for an excellent emergency can be an openinger. Pet Battle: Undying DeathroachItem: Undying DeathroachDrops Off: Unknown. Location: Possibly the wide area? Abilities: Feather Shaky/ Claw || Shelter / Swarm || Apocalypse/Feign DeathCageable: YesNotes: No specific source has been given. Probably a global drop?
This species has a very distinctive set of markings on its back that it makes Easy to identify in the endless horrors of Maw.Eternas tormentorSanngror torturerWe many pets this future spread of treasures and events! Most of these pets are once gaining the kind of thing, meaning you only have to find treasure once, so I'm not separating
them by the area. Pet Battle: Amber GlitterwingItem: Amber GlitterwingDrops Off: MothLocation Dry: ArdenwealdAbilities: Butterfly Ball/Fast || Butterfly Dust / Touch || Moonfire / Cocoon StrikeCageable: YesNotes: To obtain this tresure: Collect Aromatic Flowers x1. These can be found in several locations across Ardenwald. Note that they
only last 10 minutes! Bring the follow-up with you to the restrictive shrum. Shroom limits your bounce into the sky, and adds a Kennedy effect. Aim your character to face the Dessicated butterfly icon on the mini map - you will be aiming for an Insence torch that is high in the trees. Steer your character to fall or close enough to the torch,
using the minimap icon for treasure as a guide. Clicking on the Insence torch and Glitterwing Amber will be attracted to the Insence torch, allowing you to catch it. /Way 31.75 32.45 Fragrant Flowers / Way 36.45 59.64 Fragrant Flowers / Way 56.23 55.92 Fragrant Flowers / Way 41.38 31.5 7 Limited Shroom/Way 41.95 32.52 MothMuch
dry like how squid or octopus can syringe ink and disappear in water, fully loaded glitterwing pollen can shake your wings and disappear in the pollen cloud. Pet: Blood-clotted larvae: Blood larvae: Strange growth - Hairy egg location: MaldraxxusAbilities: Infected claws/thrash || Burst / || Poison bite/BurrowCageable: YesNotes: obtained
from strange growth treasure. When looted, you have a hairy egg, which will hatch into Bloodlouse larvae in 3 days in the game./Way 55.97, 38.97 Strangely grow what scoundrel substance is jiggling around inside this creature? Pet: Bubbling PustuleItem: Bubbling PustuleTreasure: Slime-Coated CrateLocation: /way 64.81, 82.10 Slime-
Coated CrateAbilities: Creeping Ooze/Slime Trail || Consumption of magic/gas sleep || Glop (new!) / Toxic FumesCageable: YesNotes: When I don't give loot pet treasure boxes. This may be unintentional. The bubbles inside these ooze creatures create a very satisfying pop sound when they finally surface and tear. Pet Battle: SoulItem
Times: Soullocked SinstoneTreasure: Secret Treasure Place: Revendreth - Multiple Places. Abilities: Shadow Shock/Soul || Doom / Haunted Song || DoomCageable Haunted/Cursed: YesNotes: Please see this comment on how to access hidden treasures. /way 55.20 34.69 Crypt Entrance (Redelav District)/way 55.33 35.90 Secret
Treasure (Redelav District)/way 54.71 34.63 Flickering Hidden Portrait Lever (Redelav District)/way 65.7 1 4 2.91 Flickring Conde (Cobra Halls)/Way 66.64 42.74 Hidden Treasure (Khast Halls)/Way 74.69 62.60 Cracked Box (End of Death)/Way 74.04 61.96 Secret (End of Death)/Way 28.14 48.42 Book of Dust (Ember Ward)/way 27.62
48.71 Hidden Treasure (Ember Ward)Soul Loads With Your Past Sins. Pet Battle: CarpalItem: CarpalTreasure: Skeletal Hand Parts Abilities: Perth Skull/Death || 2020 Volkswagen Passat Revealed || Back to rest/die cage catch: YesNotes: Made from My Hand Loan - made by combining animated radius (from Nalcorn Talsen, Polished
Pet Charm x250), animated Lina, Bend Phalanges. Two other pieces are being reported as rewards from pet battle world quests. I haven't confirmed yet that he knows why all these skeletal hands are left-handed. Where did the right hand go? Pet: Cloudfeather FledglingItem: Cloudfeather FledglingTreasure: Ancient Cloudfeather
EggLocation: /way Ardenweald 52.99 37.25 Ancient Cloudfeather EggAbilities: Wind Burst/Squawk || Caw / Mangle || Reckless Strike/MurderCageable: YesThese wild flying creatures scratch their beaks against hard levels to sharpen them and intimidate enemies. Pet: Gilded WaderItem: Gilded WaderTreasure: Not yet knownLocation:
BastionAbilities: Angry Flapping (New!) / Rush || Renewal Mist / || Inspiring song/cage dive: YesNotes: Source listed as Treasure: Bastion. I'm not sure about the description yet. These golden feathered creatures don't lay golden eggs, for which you need a golden goose. Pet: Gorm HarrierItem: Gorm HarrierTreasure: AertoLocation: /way
Ardenweald 56.02 21.02 Abilities: Blinkstrike/Bite || Uncanny odds/prowl || Pounce/FadeCageable: Yes if you count the number of times your wings beat per minute, you can calculate how long it will be until this little assassination bites you. Pet: Iridescent OozeItem: Iridescent OozeTreasure: Plaguefallen ChestLocation: /way Maldraxxus
57.66 75.83 Abilities: Creeping Ooze/Slime Trail || Balch Sludge / || Glop (new!) / Taking CorpseCageable: YesNotes: Please see Lazey's comment for full detals on how to achieve this treasure. This slime seems to change color the more you look at it, and then suddenly it looks like it's looking at you. maybe its time for a break . Pet: Lost
QuillItem: Refill InkwellTreasure: QuillLocation Missed: / Revendreth Way 37.65 68.78 Ability: Twist Plan / Arcane Slash || In-depth research/spectral || Nevermore / Stay a While and ListenCageable: YesNotes: Firstly, visit the Forbidden Library (underneath) to obtain the ink bottle on the table that is highlighted. Then bring the ink up to the
missing coil. No longer missing, it is now considering renaming. Pet Battle: Armithem Oonar: Oonar's ArmDrops Off: Oonar's ArmLocation: MaldraxxusAbilities: Punch/Shadow Slash || Face Punch/Die Catch || Back to rest/hauntedCageable: YesNotes: Please see this comment for extensive details on how to get this pet. The thrill of battle
and grip of war have not yet left Oonar.Pet bones: PurityItem: PurityTreasure: VesiphoneLocation Gift: /way Bastion 64.9, 71.2 Gift Sting/pounce || Croyle/|| Frolick/Clearing RainCageable: YesNotes: Able to get treasure, first: ringing in/way 64.7, 71.0Go to cascade in/way 64.6, 71.3Despite having a very good coat of fur, the young vulpin
is not at all. Pet: Shimmerbough HoarderItem: Shimmerbough HoarderTreasure: Faerie TroveLocation: /way Ardenweald 49.70, 55.88 Faerie Trove (Shimmerbough Hoarder) Abilities: Sneak Attack / Spirit Claws || Nibble / || Bead Barrage/FlashCageable: YesNotes: Treasure below, in the cave. enter from the river. Several species of
critters in Ardenweald are able to hold extraordinary amounts of food in their pockets for easy transport between secret spaces for their precious food. Pet: Silvershell SnapperItem: Silvershell SnapperTreasure: Stewart's StewPendous StewLocation: /way Bastion 41.3, 49.1 Stewart's Stewpendous StewAbilities: Triple Snap/Steady (New!)
|| Healing Wave / Shell Shield || Dive/Slow and SteadyCageable: YesNotes: Terrapins prefer any type of berries as their primary source of food, though they eat almost anything. Pet Battle: Skittering VenomspitterItem: Skittering VenomspitterDrops Off: Budding Growth Location: Maldraxxus - Various Places of Abilities: Spit Poison/Sticky
web || Venom paralysis / Leech life || Spiderling SwarmCageable: YesNotes: To reach these, interact with Grappling Growth, which are near each of the treasures. /way 41.9, 35.4 Grappling Growth/way 40.4, 31.8 Sprouting Growth/way 47.2, 25.3 Grappling Growth/way 46.8, 31.7 Sprouting Growth/way 33.1, 54.3 Buckle Growth/Way
34.8, 54.9 Budding Growth/Way 72.1, 55.0 Buckle Growth/Way 71.0, 50.7 Germination Growth If This Species Spits Venom on Your Baits, Is It Still Technically Considered Venom, or Just Really Gross? Pet: SpinebugItem: No item. Treasure: SpinebugLocation: /way Maldraxxus 41.51, 19.71 SpinebugAbilities: Bone Bite/Tail Slap || Prison
Bones / Stunning Dance || Back to rest (new!) / SqueezeCageable: YesNotes: Obtained by clicking on a treasure on earth. Spinbog becomes a reference to your beloved stickbugged meme. Grab the spine! You have a spine! Pet: Starry DreamfoalItem: Starry DreamfoalTreasure: Cache of the NightLocation: Ardenweald, various
locations. Abilities: Hof/chew || Impal / Dance of the || Starfall/StampedeCageable: YesNotes: To gain access to the night cache, find the following across Ardenweald. Prepare this item to ward off the barrier. /way 53.2, 58.0 Fae Ornament (path)/way 51.6, 61.6 Fae Ornament/way 42.4, 46.7 Enchanted Boog (under the platform)/ Way
37.9, 27.9 Raw Dream Fibers (Track)/Way 37.0, 29.8 Raw Dream Silk/Way 36.2, 65.3 Cache of NightWhen Full Moon visible, streaks of hair in manny itself begin to glow and resemble shooting stars. Pet: Count: PendantTreasure Count: Count: /Revendreth Way 57.4, 43.4 Count: Furious/Reckless Flare || Bloodfang / Drain || Dark Screw
(New!) / DarknessCageable Call: YesNotes: Ruby x99 Injection Costs to Activate. These come from the Daleys and a rare drop of enemies. The rooster in the grounds of Natria Castle, Kent did not forget falling into an eternal stone sleep. Pet Battle: StonefiendItem Trapped: StonefiendDrops Trapped Off: Bleakwood ChestLocation:
Different Places.Abilities: Face Punch/Stone || Snail Email / Rip || Stone Form / OffCageable Lift : Yes / Revendreth Way 23.7, 28.5/way Revendreth 30.3, 24.8/way Revendreth 33.0, 19.0/way Revendreth 27.5, 11.9Trapped in a chest and forgotten for years this stone fiend is mad and looking for a fight. We have a handful of pets from
quests, including one of the global quests. There are some pets in the rare part that are tied to the rarity of world quests too, but I decided to keep them up there. Pet Battle: DalItem: Slab Peake Show: Stolen Fiend Stone (Global Quest)Location: RevendrethAbilities: Face Punch (New!) / Drop pack || Stone Besh / || Stone Form/Lift-
OffCageable: YesNotes: To get the slab, the world's attempted stolen Fiend stone must be up. Progress through effort as natural, though once you have defeated the collector Edgar, it is straight to Penkel that is behind the building. Talk to him and gain the key, which will open the cage next to him and reward you with the slab. A courier
of fellow messages to Chip, Dahl was always on time, never late in the runs, until a day of his appointed round did not turn. Pet Battle: Useful GlimmerflyItem: Useful GlimmerflyQuest: How to Catch GlimmerflyLocation: The Abilities of The Mustion: Shining Poison/Arcane || Stunning Dance / Flash || Arcane Dash/EvanescenceCageable:
YesNotes: Questline starts with a broken wing. A glimmerfly can load up to nearly fifty percent of your weight as pollen and still maintain full agility while flying. Pet Battle: SlimeItem Born Plague: SlimeQuest Born Plague: SlimeQuest: Slime, Anyone? Location: MaldraxxusAbilities: Ooze Touch/|| Taking magic/dreaded breath ||
Devour/Dumpster DiveCovenant: NecrolordCageable: YesNotes: This pet of reward slime, anyone?. This effort is part of the plague house's fictional line. In Malderaxus, the plague has a strange habit of finding its way back to you. Battle Of Pat: RennyItem: RennyQuest: That's Darren Fox! Location: Ardenwald, roughly Glyterfal Basin.
Rennie's gonna find you and give you a try. Abilities: Blink/bite || Uncanny Luck / Cute || Pounce/ProwlCageable: NoNotes: Complete the mini quest/ Even with Renny chasing around. If you received points for causing corruption while going away around as an adorable little Volpin, Rennie would be at the top of the leaderboard. We have a
handful of other pets available from achievements. Two of these are pet battle achievements and are one of the tiragh. Pet: Death seekerItem: Death SeekerDrops Off: Achievement - Warp Corridors: Layer 2 - TorghastAbilities: Eye Blast/Soul || Look/ Innocent Murder || Eye Beam/InvisibleCageable: NoNotes: This pet is the second pet
ever to murder innocent ability, the other being Baa'l - the secret pet that sends you on a long journey to gain. What horrors have these eyes seen in Tregst Tower, with their sleep-capped looks not flashing? Pet: Spriggan TricksterItem: Spriggan TricksterDrops Off: Achievement - Family Elf Gostar - Pet BattlesAbilities: Face Punch/Lash ||
Autumn Breeze / || Wall Weald (new!)/BarkskinCageable: NoNotes: Family Exorcum requires you to do all trainers in 9.0 with specific family pets. Guide soon! Spriggans are tricky enemies who live in Ardenweald and bite Fae night. This one has decided to play the ultimate trick... Join you. Pet: Winterleaf SprigganItem: Winterleaf
SprigganDrops Off: Achievement - Disgusting Enemies of The After-Death Life - Pet BattlesAbilities: Spike Ice/Ice shock || Ice Slider / Frost Nova || Ice Dam/Call of WinterCageable: NoThe loyalty of spriggan is as changing as the season. We have quite a few new pets tied to new fame. These pets are not exclusive to any of the
Covenant. There are some unique Covenant reps, however I have those sorted in the Covenant section. All the following pets can be achieved by anyone. Pet: Archivist's QuillItem: Archivist's QuillReputation: The Avowed - ExaltedVendor: Archivist JaneeraCost: Sinstone Fragments x1000Abilities: Plot Twist / Quills || In-depth research
(new!) / hate email || Nevermore / Stay a While and Listen (New!) Cageable: YesNotes: The Avowed is unlocked after completeing a short questline. Through this fame, you plunder Sinstone pieces that can be used to buy bonuses. A good friend to Archivist Fane from her previous days as Venthyr, however Janeera is ready for her to let
the quill go as she feels she is getting attached. Pet: Court MessengerItem: Court Messenger ScrollReputation: Court of Harvesters - Revered Vendor: Mistress MihaelaCost: Polished Pet Charm x250Abilities: Face Punch (New!) / Express Delivery || Hate Email/ || OffCageable Stone Form/Lift: YesThe fiends were created to serve as
messengers and spies for the Territory of The Revendreth, and those who picked up from the court would serve that very good role. Pet: FloofaItem: FloofaReputation: Wild Hunting - FriendlyCost: Polished Pet Charm x250Abilities: Arcane Blast/Spiritfire || Nibble (New!) / Moon || Hallucinogenic/fading barrier: YesFloofa smells like citrus
when its fur is moist. Pet: Goldenpaw KitItem: Goldenpaw KitReputation: Ascending - ReveredCost: 1765 Gold Abilities: Face Bite/|| Uncanny odds/prowl || Pounce / Goldskin (New!) Cageable: YesThe golden vulpin are notorious for loud, barking yowls that echo across the plains of Bastion.Pet: Hungry BurrowerItem: Hungry
BurrowerReputation: Wild Hunt Supplies - Paragon - Wild HuntAbilities: Deep Bite / Acidic Goo || Corrosion / || Boro / Ganash Yes while these gormlings may not be the fastest seekers, they are very efficient and can move long distances underground before prolonging. Pet: Larion CubItem: Larion CubReputation: Bullish Supplies -
Paragon - Ascending Abilities: Wind Burst (New!) / || Uncanny Odds / Maul || Pounce / ProwlCageable: YesWhen fully-grown, a larion that has grown up with an aspirant will never leave his master's side. Pet: MicromancerItem: Micromancer's Mystical CowlReputation: Supplies of the Undying Army - Paragon - The Undying ArmyAbilities:
Dead Man's Party / Death Coil || Raising United/Raising || Haunted Track/Deep ResearchCageable: YesEven Smallest Bones to Waste at Maldraxxus.Pet: Stoneskin Dredwing PupItem: Stonewing Dredwing PupReputation: Court of Harvesters Supplies - Paragon - The Court of HarvestersAbilities: Vicious Fang/Angry Flapping (New!)||
Siphon Life / Flyby || Drain power/drain BloodCageable: YesThese dredbats are made by Stonewright for Harvesters Court, modeled after dredbats link them to their owner and fierce fighters. Battle of pats: ToenailItem: ToenailReputation: Undying Army - ReveredCost: 1765 Gold (before fame discount). Abilities: Bone bite/|| Balch Slime
(New!)/ Claw Slime (New!) || Meat Hooks (New!) / ReanimateIf You Can Beat Them, Stitch Them Up! Each of Torghast's pets is now non-specific sources, and just to drop off while listed on Torghast. I will update with more information as it becomes available. It seems as though even the darkest forces can't help a few pets cuddling
around. See our Torghast Guide - Torghast Guide on Shadowlands - Wings, Torments, Anima, Legends, Phantasma.Pet: Ashern ChomperItem: Jug of AshesDrops Off: TorghastAbilities: Chomp/Shadowflame || Strike Raeed / Nibble (new!) || DoomCageable Corpse/Curse Blast: YesSometimes is best to leave what strange creature you
found in a mysterious Phylactery Essen in the depths of Torghast alone. Other times, you want to take the creature out and put an adorable hat on it. Pet Toast Selection: Death seekerItem: Death SeekerDrops Off: Achievement - Warp Corridors: Layer 2 - TorghastAbilities: Eye Blast/Soul || Cut off the look/innocent murder || Eye
Beam/InvisibleCageable: NoNotes: This pet is the second pet ever to murder innocent ability, the other being Baa'l - the secret pet that sends you on a long journey to gain. What horrors have these eyes seen in Tregst Tower, with their sleep-capped looks not flashing? Pet: Crazy MawratItem: MawratDrops Frenzy Off: TorghastAbilities:
Adrenaline Rush/|| Fording Curse / || StealCageable Corpse/Soul Blast: YesIts teeth are razor sharp and chew through just about anything. Pet: Hissing DeathroachItem: Hissing DeathroachDrops off: TorghastAbilities: Quick Attack/Needle Claw (New!) || Refuge / || Apocalypse/Cage Survival: YesMany He asked where these creatures
came from, and how they made their way to Mow, but none who researched them had ever heard of it. Pet: Maw CrawlerItem: Maw CrawlerDrops Off: TorghastAbilities: Derek/Deep Claws (new!) || Tornado Punch/ Empowerment Strike || DoomCageable Death Catch/Curse: Yes mysterious forces that animated this mobile dead doesn't
seem particularly bad, yet. Pet: Maw StalkerItem: Maw StalkerDrops Off: TorghastAbilities: Eyeblast/Dark Bolt (new!) || Cut the look/crawler || Eye Beam/PortalCageable: YesThese guards from Torghast are always watching suspicious activities. Pet: SeversItem: SeversDrops Off: TorghastAbilities: Derek/Punch || Claw Sludge / || Death
Catch/BashCageable: Yes Iff clapping his detatched hand inside Torghast, can the jailer hear it? Pet: Torghast LurkerItem: Torghast LurkerDrops off: TorghastAbilities: Death Coil/Forboding Curse || Haunted / Ghost Bite || Delusional stunts/return to rest (new!) Cageable: YesThat feels weird when the shadow seems to change and looking
like you're not just a feeling, it's usually one of these. Pet: DeathroachItem Tower: DeathroachDrops Tower Off: TorghastAbilities: Scratch/Claw Needle (new!) || Shelter / || Apocalypse/Death and Decay: YesTorghast is a tower of perpetual hardship and doom that is the perfect environment for these creatures. We have three pets that fall
from the underlying dungeons and one of the attacks of these three only Mythic pets likely drops in Mythic+, similar to how they worked on the previous expansion. A particular pet attack is a mystery now, and it seems unique that you can't cage it, and can only be one of them, suggesting it comes from an event, quest, or special source.
And it sounds pretty cool as a pet battle: raw excitement: Vial of Roiling Emotions Drop Off: Big Proctor BerylliaLocation: Sanguine Depth - MythicAbilities: See/|| Breath of sadness / weakness || Dark Twist (New!) / ExchangeCageable Life: YesThese creatures unfold in the catacombs and depths below The Revendreth because of the
scoundrel rituals and practices of soul emotions left to rampage. Pet Battle: FeelerItem Slime: Slime FeelerDrops Off: Margrave StradamaLocation: Plague - MythicAbilities: Tentacle Slap/Crush || Poison spray/ tentacle || Pressure/Blind poisonCageable: YesNotes: It's better not to embrace the slime feeling. Those spots never see a pet
battle: Spinemaw GormlingItem: Spinemaw GormlingDrops Off: Tred'ovaLocation: Mists of Tirna Scithe - MythicAbilities: Bite/Swarm || Corrosion / || Burrow / Buuurp! Cageable: YesNotes: While young, they have adorable faces and cute little antennae. As they grow up, sharp pinchers razor hands and eating machines are unstoppable.
Life is full of compromise. Pet Battle: Will RemorniaItem: Pommel Jewel of RemorniaDrops Off: DenathriusLocation Head: Nathria Castle (Attack)Abilities: Slice The Malefed/Soul || Bolt (new!) / Big Cleave || Anima Siphon/WhirlwindCageable: NoNotes: It's a unique pet, meaning you can only have one. Possibly some kind of AoTC drop?
Not sure at this point. The reproach has been subjected to unspoken amounts of evil and sin, and will siphon power from every available source to fuel its desires. As with the previous expansion, we are taking a few missions that reward pets. I go deeper in detail what these missions come from, when that information is available. Pet:
Devour AnimiteItem: Devour AnimiteSource:Adventures: Shadowlands (Mission Table)Abilities: Rabid Strike/|| Siphon Anima / || Drain the power/wild magic of this spider thing, or some kind of sea creature webbed? Does it fly? what is this? Pet Battle: Perni Bones: BonetuskSource Dangerous: Adventures: Shadowlands (Mission
Table)Abilities: Gore Horns/ || Exposed Wounds / Flowers (New!) || Wood/BashCageable Charge: YesNotes: Ivory in these creatures will fuse into their skulls in such a way that they feel no pain when charging or ram out to anything with them. Pet Battle: Runelight LeaperItem: Runelight LeaperSource:Adventures: Shadowlands (Mission
Table)Abilities: Leap/Paw || Feign Death / Woodchipper || Burrow/NibbleCageable: YesNotes: This pet has tremendous airborne agility and has always landed on its feet, even when made by the spring-loaded Flinger Leap House. Pet Battle: SkyfoalItem Spirit: SkyfoalSource:Adventures: Shadowlands (Mission Table)Abilities: Charge/||
Precision / Wild winds || Horn Attack/DodgeCageable: YesNotes: A few things as adorable as a young skyfoal. It looks like we're just getting a professional pet in The Shadow of Lands, which is based on the Phalynx breed, a new mechanical cat species found in Bastion. Pet: PHA7-YNXItem: PHA7-YNXProfession: Engineering -
115Materials: PHA7-YNX - Wormfed Gear Assembly x15, Mortal Spring Winding x20, A handful of Laestrite x25 screws, Elethium Stone Over x10, Crystal Eternal x5, Luminous Flux x20Abilities: Overcharging/Blade Blade (new!) || Lightning Chain (New!) / Omni Pummel || Shock shock paralysis and AweCageable: YesNotes: Schematic:
PHA7-YNX purchased in With Climb. Inspired by Phalynx Kyrian, design engineers have modified to be about 300% more adorable. If you're reading this, right now, you're probably already this pet. Pet: Putrid GeistItem: Putrid GeistSource:Shadowlands PrepatchAbilities: Infected Claw/Soul Steal || Doom / Creepy mushroom || Corpse
Explosion/DarknessCageable Call: YesDespite being decrepit and ghosts, geists move with exceptional speed and agility. Pets in these tabs were obtainable on beta, but for some reason they are not in pet magazine. Sinn Hart is still available at the moment of writing (three days before the Shadowlands) but is missing from Pet
Magazine. I will keep it in a separate tab now until we know whether this is the final or a bug. Pet: Pain Dredger Butler Contract: Ember Court - Tier 2Vendor: TemelAbilities: Punch/Delivery Express || Stone Form / || Fade/Lift-OffCageable: YesNotes: Ember Court can only be opened via Venthyr's claim. PH LorePet: SinheartItem:
SinheartCovenant: Venthyr Renown Level 5Abilities: PHCageable: YesNotes: Sometimes sins of great souls are so powerful they animate the very stones they are placed on. While the integration of this unfolds as giant Sinston golems, individual ones are often much smaller, sometimes friendlier, but cutters a lot. It seems we are getting
a good chunk of new abilities for pets in the Shadowlands! Some of these are formerly NPC pet-only (in trainers or in pet battle dungeons), and are now in some pet kits. We are getting a lot of adjustments for pet battle abilities in shadowlands. Some of these aren't necessarily bad, but we'll have to wait for tests to see how older strategies
hold. Here's a list of change abilities, with more details on the following tabs:PartyFlock hunting and similar twilight meteor glass abilities from funky LiquidRighteous inspiring the iconic knowledge of black claws/hunting party combinations has been changed in the Shadowlands. Changes to these abilities are very complicated, and
probably best explained by Blizzard: Let's break what's actually changed to this, as some of them are complicated. Flat damaged shavers such as black knuckles now happen after being multiplied like broken defenses, or pet species strengths/weaknesses. This is a significant change to the value of flat injury abilities. Before this change,
the value of the black claw had increased by 100% by broken defenses, and if your pet was strong versus the other pet type, it would rise even further. Flat injury modifiers now happen after all other combat calculations, which wound up significant nerf output damage to abilities that hit several times, upwards of 25-30% reduction in total
damage. Hunting Party and Herd style abilities change significantly. First, deboff crushed defenses in power dropped from 100% to 50%. The aim of this debuff change is to do more to keep party hunting damage and herd further inhibited within the damage of their ability to trade. Layering in other damages during time effects, or doom
curses, or similar sources of damage delays are all getting a big benefit from broken debuff defenses. We think that the 50% injury increase is still strong enough, but less severe than the injury swing compared to not having broken defences at all. Our second change to these abilities a few rounds was to increase the amount of damage
they traded to compensate for some of the changes listed above. Abilities that were damaged twice per round, such as the hunting party, had increased their total damage by 25%. Abilities like flocks that damage three times each round had their damage increased away over the round, so to get the maximum Outgoing, you need your pet
to survive and still buy and sell damage in the third round of ability. Round two flocks for example, ignoring any debuffs or multiples, 66% more damage than round one collision. The third round of the herd dealt 133% more damage than round 1 of the herd. The net result of all changes to flat injury modifiers, broken defense debuff, and
party hunting buffs or herd style abilities is that they deal almost 20% less damage in the Shadowlands than they used to be. Here are the modified versions of the hunting party. Please note that the changes to the claws are black and reflected in programming that we can't see, and the ability damage remains the same. Battle for
Azeroth:Party hunt - Hunt at a party of raptors, causing 195 beast damage. Opponents struck by the hunting party have doubled the damage for 1 round. The hunting party continues for two years. Black claw - hasn't changed yet. Shadowlands:Hunting Party - Hunt in a party of raptors, causing 244 Beast damage. Opponents struck by the
hunting party have a 50% damage increase for 1 round. The hunting party continues for two years. Black claw - hasn't changed yet. Similar flocks and abilities such as stampede, overcrowding, inflation and the dead man's party have changed. It has the ability to perform a set amount of damage per turn, and now the damage is ramping
up as long as the ability continues. This may prove quite powerful, but we have to see once the test becomes available! Battle for Azeroth:Flock - Goal flock, causing 133 flights of damage every round. three votes . Opponents are struck by the herd to make a double injury for 2 rounds. Shadowlands:Flocks the target, causing 133 Flying
damage on the first round, 222 Flying on the second round, and 310 Flying on the third round. three votes . Opponents struck by the flock have a 50% increase in damage for 2 rounds. The Twilight Meteor, the popular ability used by siblings clutching twilight, has had its damaged diminished. The money meteor has also changed. Battle
for Azeroth:Twilight Meteor - Call the front twilight meteors on your enemies, dealing 732 Dragonkin damage, split evenly among them. Shadowlands:Twilight Meteor - Contact the front of the twilight meteor on your enemies, dealing 659 Dragonkin damage, divided evenly among them. The jug of funky liquid ability now remains the same
damage-wise and how it works, however until now its cooling has increased. Battle for Azeroth: Funky liquid jugs - 1 round of cooling down - trades 283 humanoid damage and reduces target speed by 50% and damage done by 50% for 1 round. Shadowlands:Jar of Smelly Liquid - 2 Round Cooldown - Deals 283 Humanoid damage and
reduces the target's speed by 50% and damage done by 50% for 1 rounds. Murkalots' ability has received a very significant nerf. This pet was popular in PvP pet battles because of this signature ability. The ability now starts at cooldown, meaning you need to wait 8 rounds to use it. Battle for Azeroth: True Inspiration - Inspirational User
Pet charged to battle. This ability always goes first. The swapped pet has double speed and damage for 1 round. If all their friends are dead, the user can still inspire themselves. Shadowlands:True inspiration - The user inspires a pet-friendly charge to battle. This ability always goes first. The swapped pet has double speed and damage
for 1 round. If all their friends are dead, the user can still inspire themselves. This ability starts from cooling. Although not really used in many pets, ancient knowledge has received a small buff. Battle for Azeroth:Ancient Knowledge – User Healing for Health 490 and increases your maximum active pet health by 5 per level for 5 rounds.
Shadowlands:Ancient Knowledge – Improve the user for 490 health and increase your active pet's maximum health by 10 per level for 5 rounds. Almost all healing abilities have changed. They had a small variance applied to them when you use it. Instead of healing in x amounts, it will improve the x-y value. All healing abilities have been
tuned so that having any variation in the amount of healing is logical, and the variance is eliminated if it does. Here's an example, though it doesn't seem like the ultimate values:Battle for Azeroth:Healing Wave – Restore 46 Health to the User. Shadowlands:Healing Wave - Restores health 27-33 to the user. Shadowlands Alpha Pat Stat
changes illegal pets have had their statistics set. About AuthorHi! My name is Buuloki and I am writing a pet battle guide here in Wowhead! I play at the Frostmorn Alliance (Oceanic) as a Pandren Hunter. I've played for 11 years, and since it was released, the pet has been struggling. My favorite pet, of all my rare and unique pets, is the
Orange Tabby cat. If you'd like to contact me about this guide, whether it's advice, criticism, praise, or referring to the mistake I made, you can message me in dispute as Buuloki#2913, or follow my/my inbox on Twitter. Twitter.
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